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Dear Colleagues,

A warm welcome to the Term 2 issue of THE FOBISIAN!

When I look back at this time last year, the COVID-19 pandemic was just beginning 
to unravel.  In Term 1 of this academic year, we had to make the difficult decision to 
cancel some of our favourite activities in the annual FOBISIA calendar.  Sadly the 
Games, a handful of JAWS, and our biggest event of the year, the Annual Leadership 
Conference, did not go ahead due to the continuing variability of the COVID climate 

and restrictions across the region.  Despite these setbacks, several schools were able to host in-country events, 
alongside a growing lineup of popular online student competitions and CPD opportunities.  After the success of the 
COVID-19 Silver Linings Competition last academic year, FOBISIA HQ stepped up again to support Linda Cruse’s 
inaugural Race4Good Competition, which provided a wonderful community uplift experience for all who were able to 
participate, with more to come.

I would again like to express my greatest respect to all of our Heads and their school communities, as well as our valued 
Affiliate Members, all of whom have faced protracted challenges in weathering the coronavirus storm.  The adaptability 
and resilience you have shown is truly remarkable, and has given me the extra strength and determination needed to 
effectively lead my own school community through this crisis.

I am so grateful to our CEO, John, and the team at FOBISIA HQ for steering and supporting us through this crisis.  
Whether it be responding to the needs of the membership by building capability to support us with virtual events, or 
supporting the development of our very first strategic plan, they continue to provide opportunities for us to connect 
and collaborate.  Another great example is the recent virtual PE eConference, hosted by FOBISIA’s Sport & PE 
Committee, with support from FOBISIA HQ - 2 days, 11 expert speakers, 48 live streams, 69+ schools, 500+ delegates 
- and some fantastic CPD was delivered!

The space that the Federation provides for mutual support and collaboration, has proven to be a vital lifeline for many 
of us, myself included.  Please don’t hesitate to reach out to myself and the Board directly or through FOBISIA HQ, as 
we are all in this together and have so much that we are able to share and learn from each other.  

I remain very hopeful that, with talk of vaccines on the horizon, we will be able to catch up at our Conference in 
Bangkok in November.  With most of you in various stages of reopening, and some remaining closed with remote 
learning in place, I would like to wish you all a successful Term 2.

Best wishes,

Anthony Rowlands
FOBISIA Chair - March 2019 to present
Principal, British International School Ho Chi Minh City

Chairfrom our
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Welcome everyone to 2021 and the second issue of our eMagazine, THE FOBISIAN, for this 
academic year. In particular, I would like to welcome our newest Member Schools - The British 
School in Tokyo, Eaton International School Malaysia, and Shrewsbury International School Hong 
Kong. I would also like to welcome our newest Affiliate Members - Alps, Educate & Celebrate, Ginto 
Asia G.K, Linda Cruse, and Role Models.

I have shared a more detailed update in my Term 2 CEO Circular, including a number of topics that 
reflect on how we are all exceeding expectations on responding and adapting to the COVID-19 

pandemic. We can’t praise everyone enough as to examples of excellence we are constantly seeing every day from all our Member 
Schools. This is a reflection of your professionalism, passion and determination to enrich your students and support your communities. 
AMAZING!

It’s always nice to open 2021 with celebrations of successes amongst our community. At ISC Research’s recent International School 
Awards 2021, seven of our Member Schools were shortlisted in seven award categories:

• The Alice Smith School Kuala Lumpur - Inclusion Award; Wellbeing Initiative Award
• Dulwich College (Singapore) - Ethical Values Award
• British International School Ho Chi Minh City - Teaching & Learning Award; Wellbeing Initiative Award; Inclusion Award; 

Digital Technology Award
• British Vietnamese International School Ho Chi Minh City - Safeguarding Initiative Award
• British International School Phuket - Future Thinking Innovators Award
• Shrewsbury International School Bangkok - Future Thinking Innovators Award
• The British School New Delhi - Future Thinking Innovators Award

Congratulations to all, and a big round of applause to The Alice Smith School Kuala Lumpur and Dulwich College (Singapore) for 
being recognised as the winning schools in the Inclusion Award and Ethical Values Award categories respectively! Congratulations 
also to the other award winners, and especially to the International School to the Year, another worthy international school in Asia - 
Branksome Hall Asia, South Korea.

We would also like to congratulate former FOBISIA Head, Barny Sandow, for recently being awarded a British Empire Medal (BEM) 
for meritorious service in Her Majesty’s New Year’s Honours Awards. Barny was the Head of Jerudong International School Brunei for 
many years and an active member of the FOBISIA Board supporting Sport and the PE. Well done Barny!

Thank you all for your support in identifying your respective FOBISIA Leads. This will assist us to ensure important information about 
FOBISIA activities and events gets through to your communities. I am also delighted to see schools include a FOBISIA update in their 
regular newsletters, as this reinforces the value of being members of our Federation.

I am pleased to report that all the new staff at HQ have successfully completed their probation period and had glowing reports on their 
performance over the first term. Well done Janine, Salinee and Fariha and welcome to the FOBISIA Family!

We continue to collaborate with other regional associations with whom we have mutual interests. Recently we hosted the first Joint 
Regional Associations Meeting with representatives from COBIS, BSME, AoBSO, NABSS and LAHC, where we discussed priority 
issues and shared information. One of the key discussions was the summer examinations and we are about to release a joint statement to 
the various examination boards and the DfE as to our issues and concerns.

We continue to be busy with predominantly online student and professional development events and activities, as well as regular 
meetings with our various committees. Our aim is to provide an inclusive and diverse range of opportunities for collaboration between 
our members, and seamless support for our members in the absence of physical events. This year, we have seen many new and exciting 
initiatives hosted by Member Schools, and others, which have added so much value to our annual Calendar of Events.

Do reach out to us at FOBISIA HQ if there is anything that we can support you with. Wishing you all a wonderful second term of this 
2020-21 academic year.

Best wishes,

John Gwyn Jones MBE
FOBISIA CEO

Chieffrom our



It's 2021!  We ended the year with a lovely in-country 

Christmas holiday but faced an unexpected lockdown 

during the new year with a Covid-19 outbreak within 

Thailand which pushed out our return to HQ.

Our first fully virtual FOBISIA PE eConference was 

the highlight of January with over 500 attendees from 

70 schools, 48 live streamed sessions from 12 expert 

speakers, over 2 days,  Thank you to everyone who made 

this event a success! There was a great amount of CPD 

shared, and the recordings for all sessions are still 

available for viewing until the end of February.

We are in the process of shortlisting for our next webinar 

series for Terms 2 and 3 with lots of great proposals from 

Affiliates and Member Schools alike! Do keep an eye on 

our webinars page on the website as we'll be updating the 

list in March.

Last term, many events successfully went ahead despite 

Covid-19 cancellations.  The Race4Good, Monologue 

Challenge, Gymnastics and Dance Invitationals, 

Photography and Animation Competition, Fitness Design 

Competition and all the EP competitions have played a 

part in keeping our the FOBISIA family engaged. There 

are quite a few more upcoming competitions such as 

The Short Story, Digital Art, Strategic Plan Cover Design, 

Swimming Invitational,  Primary Maths, and Online 

Languages that you can still participate in.

Ongoing is the FOBISIA Voices choir which commissioned  

renowned composer Alexander L'Estrange, to write a 

score that will be showcased in a video in May. The aim is 

to release and share the final video in June. 

I hope you enjoy the first issue of  THE FOBISIAN for 2021. 

Happy reading!

Best Regards,

Li-May

editor's note
PUBLISHER
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Winnie, Clinton, & Flora 
Winners of our Social Science Essay Competitions

John Bocking
Spring Excerpts from Leading Education

ABOUT THE FOBISIAN
A termly eMagazine for sharing events and news among 

membership.  Three issues are published each 
academic year — in September (June to August content), 

February (September to January content), 
and June (February to May content).

If you would like to contribute, please email limay.lim@fobisia.org

F O B I S I A ' s  T E R M L Y  e M A G A Z I N E
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A vibrant professional online community 
exclusively for FOBISIA Member Schools across Asia.

JOIN THE FOBISIA FAMILY!

F O B I S I A 
Community Forum

Did you know about FOBISIA's very own 
Recruitment page?  Since launching the 
new website in September, we have shared 
25 recruitment posts from our Member 
Schools. 

We would like to encourage all schools to 
continue to share their recruitment posts 
with us to help our community expand 
their reach.  Since our launch, there has 
been over 1,600 visits on our Recruitment 
page. We can also share them on our 
Twitter and LinkedIn feeds, which are 
gaining in followers.
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Share your 
school 

vacancies 
on our 

Recruitment 
page

https://community.fobisia.org/register
https://www.fobisia.org/about
https://www.fobisia.org/our-members
https://www.fobisia.org/join-us
https://www.fobisia.org/cpd
https://www.fobisia.org/student-events
https://www.fobisia.org/conferences
https://www.fobisia.org/member-support
https://www.fobisia.org/recruitment


Calendar of Student Events
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TERM 2:  JANUARY - MARCH 2021

01 Jan - 01 Mar Online Art Competition Dulwich College (Singapore)

11 Jan - 2 Apr Race4Good: Race1 2021 Competition Linda Cruse

01 Nov - 16 May Swimming Invitational   
(Reformatted as a Virtual Event)

Seoul Foreign School

01 Mar - 31 May Strategic Plan Cover Design Competition FOBISIA HQ

04 Feb - 06 Feb Drama Festival - Years 9&10 (cancelled) The British School Manila

05 Feb - 07 Feb Tennis Invitational (cancelled) Bangkok Patana School

19 Feb - 21 Feb Netball U13, U15 & U19 (cancelled) Dulwich College (Singapore)

22 Feb - 05 Mar Creative Coding Competition Online Regent's Int’l School Pattaya

26 Feb  - 28 Feb Squash Invitational (cancelled) Jerudong International School

05 Mar - 07 Mar
U19s, U16s, U14s Boys Rugby Invitational 
U15s, U13s Girls Touch Rugby Invitational
(cancelled)

Dulwich College (Singapore)

05 Mar - 07 Mar Basketball Invitational (cancelled) Bangkok Prep

11 Mar - 12 Mar Climbing Invitational (cancelled) Garden International School KL

12 Mar - 14 Mar Varsity Football Invitational (cancelled) Jerudong International School

12 Mar - 16 Mar Primary Music Fest, Treble (cancelled) The British School New Delhi

15 Mar - 19 Mar Primary Maths Challenge Online The British School Manila / EP

16 Mar - 23 Mar Online Languages Competition Education Perfect (EP)

26 Mar Robotics Competition (cancelled) St Andrews Int'l Sch Bangkok

12 Jan - June FOBISIA Voices Virtual Choir ABCIS / FOBISIA HQ

 All events are subject to change in light of the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic. 
Unfortunately, the U15s, U13s, and U11s Games have been cancelled due to travel restrictions.
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TERM 3:  APRIL - JUNE 2021

06 Apr - 07 May NEW Online Poetry Competition The Int'l School @ Park City

12 Apr Golf Invitational (cancelled) Sri KDU International School

24 Apr - 26 Apr Intermediate Music Festival (cancelled) The Alice Smith School KL

24 Apr - 26 May Choral Festival Charter International School

07 May Student Leadership Conference Nexus International School

02 June - 05 June Drama Junior Festival (cancelled) Garden Int'l School Rayong

16 June - 23 June Online Humanities Competition Education Perfect (EP)

mailto:helen%40schoolhouse.agency?subject=
mailto:info%40schoolhouse.agency?subject=
http://www.schoolhouse.agency
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Salinee (Tai) 
Chooputtaphong
 
I provide administrative support to the FOBISIA HQ team. I am Thai and 
have worked in international education organisations as an Administrative 
Manager and Program Coordinator for the last seven years. I received 
a B.A. in English for International communication from Rajamangala 
University of Technology Tawan-Ok Chakrabongse Bhuvanarth campus and 
further received a M.Ed in Education Administration from Ramkhamhaeng 
University. In my freetime, I enjoy cooking and playing Badminton.

Janine Minchin
 
Originally from the UK, I've been based in Bangkok with my family for the 
last six and a half years, and joined FOBISIA as Student Events Executive 
after a parenting career break. During this time I have been actively 
involved in my children's schools, taking up positions on the parent teacher 
groups, including acting chairperson in the UK.

My background is in the corporate communications, where I was lucky 
enough to work with people from all walks of life - from teachers, factory 
staff and adult learners to CEO’s, creatives, and event managers.  I have 
joined a great, supportive team at FOBISIA HQ and am really enjoying 
getting to know my FOBISIA committees and other teachers and leaders 
across a variety of subject areas.

Outside of work I enjoy keeping fit and participate in spirit triathlons, play 
tennis (badly!) and (when COVID permits) run a team in the Bangkok 
Netball Team and support coach a Junior Netball Team.  I enjoy reading and 
love travelling with my family: my favourite place to be is by the beach!

Fariha Ebrahim
 
Born and raised in Brighton UK, I moved to  Bangkok over a year ago 
with my husband who is a teacher at Bangkok Patana School. As a 
qualified Optometrist, my background in healthcare has given me skills 
in communication and team work, which is exciting to now apply to this 
different career path. Since joining the lovely team at FOBISIA HQ, I am 
thoroughly enjoying meeting professionals from all over Asia and helping 
them to achieve their CPD and Safeguarding goals. Outside work, I 
love anything to do with art and crafts and have enjoyed developing a small 
side business in henna art.

Introducing...
at FOBISIA HQ



THE DIGITAL CAMPUS 
Is Your Website Ready?

, 

 

Like your brick and mortar schools, your Digital 
Campus facilitates person-to-person relationships, 
learning experiences, celebrations, and more. 

Whether it’s parent communications, hybrid 
learning, virtual admissions or fundraising—your 
school’s online experiences help define the quality
perception and value of your education.

Your website is the core 
of your Digital Campus.

For over 20 years, schools around the world have 
trusted Finalsite to help create and implement their 
website and digital strategies to attract, engage and 
retain students and faculty. Invest 15 minutes and 
we’ll show you how Finalsite can help your school 
reimagine your Digital Campus to meet your goals.

 
 

For a free 15-minute 
website consult visit 

finalsite.com/fobisia

See the di�erence 

 

SUPPORTS TEACHER 
INTERVENTIONS

PROVIDES STRETCH 
AND CHALLENGE

IDENTIFIES 
GAPS

http://www.century.tech/fobisia
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Fitness Design                                  Competition
In October Dulwich College 

(Singapore) hosted an 
online design competition, 
challenging students to 
design new fitness products 
to improve either wellbeing, 
physical fitness or safety. 
We had a wide variety 
of design ideas finding 
unique opportunities in 

different sport genres. 
Students submitted videos, 
presentations and posters 
showing their products along 
with a company name and 

logo. The standard of design 
work was incredibly high!

Congratulations to Sincere, 
Teng Siang and Marcus from 
Sri KDU International School 
for their winning entry to the 
Design & Technology (online) 
Fitness Design competition. 
Their entry clearly identified 
the challenges of learning 
ballet ‘en pointe’ and their 
beautifully presented design 
clearly showed an innovative 
solution to this problem. 

Also from Sri KDU 
International School was 
finalist Han Yi, their design 
called Peace of Mind aimed 
to help improve mental 
wellbeing.  From British 
International School Phuket, 
finalists Dana, Nathalie and 
Sejin developed a novel idea 
for a spring shoe to assist 
high jumpers.

A special award goes to 
HELP International School, 
the overall quality of the 
design work from every 
student who entered this 
competition was incredible. 
HELP international school has 
been awarded an outstanding 
contribution to design 
award. Congratulations to all 
students from who entered.  

In the age 9-11 category 
Charlie, Hana and Taro (Year 
5) from Dulwich College 

“The overall 

quality of the 

design work from 

every student 

who entered this 

competition was 

incredible”

By Kathryn Hall
Director of Art & Design and Technology
Dulwich College (Singapore)
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(Singapore) were the 
winning entry with 
their balancing belt for 
gymnasts.  Runners up 
in this category, again 
Year 5 from Dulwich 
College (Singapore) were 
Aston, Joseph, Trang  and 
Beatrice for their range 
of Cricketing sportswear. 
Students from St Andrews 
Green Valley school were 
also finalists, with their 
football playing robot, 
well done Tigger, Kincho 
and Evgeny.

Congratulations to all 
that entered; Prince of 
Wales Island International 
School, The British School 
Kathmandu, International 
School Brunei, British 

International School Phuket, 
Dulwich College (Singapore), 
Sri KDU International School, 
HELP International School, 
Tanglin Trust School and  St 

Andrews Green Valley. We 
had over 50 entries, so the 
judging was very tough, 
well done to all those who 
participated.
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On Saturday 28th November – Sunday 
29th November, The Federation of British 

International Schools in Asia (FOBISIA) hosted its 
annual FOBISIA GYMNASTICS COMPETITION at 
Bangkok Patana School.

322 students, from 7 International Schools, 
participated in this amazing celebration of 
gymnastics. FOBISIA Gymnastics directly 
corresponds to Bangkok Patana’s Mission; to 
ensure that students of different nationalities 
grow to their full potential as 
independent learners in a caring 
British international community.

COVID-19 meant we needed 
to approach the competition 
a bit differently this year.  
Participants' safety remained 
our top priority and all coaches 
and athletes had to enter via a 
temperature scanner, use hand 
sanitiser and masks were worn 
when athletes weren’t active. 

As parents of visiting athletes 
were not permitted on Bangkok 
Patana’s Campus, we live-
streamed the whole two-day 
event.  

The gymnastics skills on 
display were truly dazzling and 
awe-inspiring. The routines 
performed took months and 
months of practicing and 
refining. Every team from 

every school performed exceptionally well. 
The team spirit and sportsmanship throughout 
the weekend was exemplary with all the other 
schools cheering each other on. 

You can watch the event video here.

We look forward to the opportunity of hosting 
FOBISIA Gymnastics again.

Gymnastics
Invitational

By William Preston 
Gymnastics Academy Coordinator, Bangkok Patana School

https://www.youtube.com/watch?fbclid=IwAR1nKQP1T1IAvUrEWjXd82FzsPBksmMHv0Rz8qzUQUeon12N9iU7w8L1hDc&v=wCld2Bp3R88&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=RembrandtLifeMomentCreationStudio
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Imagine the most obscure 
language you've heard of. 

Imagine the foreign syllables. 
The bizarre intonations. 
Fusing together to become a 
string of incomprehensible 
sounds. That was science to 
me: a language that my Year 
10 self had yet to decode, and 
truly appreciate.

During my GCSE years, 
being recruited into the 
U16 Philippines Women's 
National Football Team, I 
was suddenly exposed to this 
novel application of science. 
Never in my wildest dreams 
had I envisioned such an 
inextricable link between a 
ball-game and science. Yet, 
I was learning about and 
questioning Sports Science's 
vast field through my coaches 
and my physiotherapist.
Here's what I learnt from 
training at a national level:

1. There is a fine line between 
under and over-consumption 
of that rich bottle of 
electrolytes, be it Gatorade, 

Pocari Sweat or coconut 
juice. Too much salt in the 
body leads to electrolyte 
imbalance, leading to cramps 
and dizziness. We were only 
allowed 1 bottle of Pocari 
Sweat per match day. (I 
fought incredibly hard against 
the urge to sneak a sip.)

2. Stretching...actually 
matters. And, if done 
properly, it could prevent 
muscle soreness. Like many 
middle school and high 
school students, I didn't fully 
respect the idea of warm-up 
and cool-down, having never 
noticed significant benefits 
from them. However, with a 

The idea that an 
understanding 
of biology and 

chemistry's intricate 
mechanisms 

could allow me 
to manipulate my 

performance really 
intrigued me. There 
is customisation and 
adaptation in sports 

that can lead to 
optimisation.

Isabelle,  a student from British School Manila initiatites OptimiseU,  a visual, 
science-backed resource for athletes who don't yet understand the power at 

their fingertips to become a better and more curious sportsperson. 
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consistent 30–45 minutes 
of intense warm-up and 
thorough cool-down to ease 
muscle micro-tearing, muscle 
pain was the least of my 
concern.

3.  No one actually knows 
why cramps occur. It's all 
speculation and prediction, 
so there is no one way to 
‘cure’ it; do what you think 
works best for you.

4.  The rotational application 
of hot and cold on our 
muscles can produce 
beneficial effects to recovery 
and performance due to their 
effect on the nervous system 
and the constriction of blood 
vessels. Take ice baths, 
menthol muscle sprays, and 
hot compresses for example.

The idea that an 
understanding of biology 
and chemistry's intricate 
mechanisms could allow 
me to manipulate my 
performance really intrigued 
me. There is customisation 
and adaptation in sports that 
can lead to optimisation.
Having subsequently done 
my own research about the 

nutrients we consume daily 
and the mechanisms of our 
muscles, I learnt so much 
that I just wish I'd known 
earlier:

1.  It matters what time you 
eat during the day, and how 
distant you space your meals 
and training.

2.  Eating at the wrong times 
could disrupt your sleep 
quality.

3.  Snacking too close to 
competition time could be 
self-sabotage, if your body is 
wasting energy for digestion 
rather than performance.

4.  Exercise bands in training 
apply a resistance that 
mimics the strength curve 

you would expect from an 
opponent’s physical pressure 
in a real game – surprisingly 
mathematical!

5.  The direction in which you 
wrap your injured ankle has 
impacts on its healing due to 
the balance of pressure.
Now taking IB Higher Level 
Chemistry, Biology and 
Maths, I have a particular 
drive to support my research 
with trusted literature and 
professional advice.

As a result, I created 
OptimiseU. I wanted it to 
be a visual, science-backed 
resource for athletes who 
were in my position: those 
who don’t yet understand 
the power at their fingertips 
to become a better and more 
curious sportsperson. 

Throughout my research, 
I've identified 3 primary 
categories to begin 
with: nutrition, exercise 
optimisation, and injury care 
& prevention. I am so grateful 
to have had the amazing 
opportunities to interview 
well-established and 
experienced athletes, doctors, 

There is a fine 

line between 

under and over-

consumption of 

that rich bottle  

of electrolytes

Conversation with Dr. Randy Molo, Orthopaedic Surgeon
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coaches and professionals 
who were just as excited as I 
was to share knowledge and 
experience. I interviewed 
National and Olympic 
footballers and swimmers 
like James Younghusband, 
Inna Palacios, Remedy Rule 
and Luke Gebbie, and learnt 

so much about what
they've picked up over years 
of unique experience with 
nutrition in sports – all of 
which are on my channel 
under a 3-part series.

I've also interviewed Lewis 
Keens. Aside from providing 
an insightful perspective 
to sports nutrition, he 
emphasised the importance 
of sleep – a category I’ve 
recently been researching 
more – leading me to pick up 
his book recommendation, 
‘Why We Sleep’ by UC 
Berkeley’s Dr. Walker. 

After introducing this to my 
school community and our 
Primary School PE lessons, 
I'm excited to see its impacts 
in the coming months. 

Expanding the reach of 
OptimiseU can allow me to 
strengthen my partnership 
with Special Olympics 
Philippines, which is 
something I hope to achieve 
by connecting with athletes 
and discussing the vast scope 
of science and sports.

As we progress through 
COVID-19, I hope to bring 
accessible, trustworthy 
tips that we could all use 
regarding nutrition, exercise 
and injuries, while we are all 
looking after ourselves at the 
moment. Ultimately, my goal 
is to equip younger athletes, 
with the tools they need 
to mirror – and eventually 
create for themselves 
– a professional sports 
ecosystem. I can't wait to 
continue sharing this passion 
project.

Visit Isabelle's OptimiseU 
youtube channel here.

 

 
Article by:  

Isabelle
The British School Manila

 
It matters 

what time you 
eat during 

the day

Eating at 
the wrong

times could 
disrupt your 

sleep quality

Snacking 
too close to 

competition 
time could be 

self-sabotage

Exercise bands
 in training 

apply a 
resistance that 

mimics the 
strength curve 

from an opponent’s 
physical pressure 

in a real game...

The direction in 
which you 
wrap your 

injured ankle 
has impacts

on its healing...
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3

4
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEzwoDnLl9lFMc5eWS0CV2g/featured


On With the Show
Holly Sullivan, Head of 

Creative Arts at The  

Alice Smith School,  

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

reflects on hosting the 

inaugural FOBISIA 

Monologue Challenge.

The impact of the 
global pandemic on 

education has of course been 
unprecedented in its scope 
and exceptionally challenging 
in the issues it has produced. 
But like many industries, 
we in education have 
discovered some amazing 
new skills, resources and of 
course technology which can 
actually enhance and improve 
the provision we offer our 
students in years to come. 

Here in Malaysia we are 
currently in our third period 
of school closures and whilst 
all academic areas have 
been impacted, there is no 
doubt that those subjects 
which have a high practical 
or vocational element to 
them have had the biggest 

mountain to climb with a 
switch to online learning. 

As a Drama teacher I certainly 
miss working with my 
students in the Drama studio 
and of course, the unmatched 
thrill of preparing for a live 
performance. Drama is such 
a highly collaborative subject, 
thriving on the interaction 
between performers and 
from the energy of the 
audience. However individual 
skills are also important and 
these are of course the areas 
that we have focused on more 
when working online.

The monologue slowly 
became the central 
practical focus of our online 
curriculum and clearly 
those of every other school 
as our WhatsApp groups 
and Facebook streams were 
deluged with requests for 
the best modern monologues 
for men or the best 
Shakespearean speeches for 
women. The students too 
so became fascinated by the 
subject, bringing in their 
own suggestions, alongside 
producing some excellent 
original material of their own. 

In times of social distancing, how can a subject like Drama survive? 
In an online world how can Drama not just survive, but thrive?
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FOBISIA Monologue Challenge Judge, Kerry Frampton, 
Artistic Director at Splendid Productions

“Our students 
were thrilled 
to have their 

names spoken by 
and their work 

acknowledged by 
Kerry - what an 

achievement for a 
young performer”
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We began to produce an 
array of brilliant work, but 
the only problem...we had 
no audience! We had an 
abundance of funny, moving, 
thought-provoking student 
work, but no platform to 
share it with people.

And then came the FOBISIA 
Monologue Challenge. What 
started originally as an idea 
that could work with just a 
handful of schools had soon 
exploded into 75 monologue 
performances submitted 
from nearly 30 schools - 
from Dover Court Singapore 
to Discovery Bay Hong Kong. 
From British School Manila 
to British School Kathmandu. 
From Alice Smith, King 
Henry 8th, BSKL, Nexus, elc, 
Help, ISP and Sri KDU - all 
from here in KL. We even 
drew in entries from outside 
of Asia, with Edron Academy 
joining us from Mexico City. 

We wanted this to be a real 
competition so we sought 
to bring on board a judge 
from the theatre industry. 
It was a very easy decision 
about who to ask to take on 
the mantle of ‘judge’ for the 
event. To my mind, there is 
only one theatre practitioner 
working today who so wholly 
understands and champions 
young people and believes so 
passionately in their ability 
to change the world with 
the theatre that they make. 
And that person is Kerry 
Frampton, Artistic Director 
of Splendid Productions, a 
UK-based, internationally 
touring theatre company, 
renowned for their 
challenging and vibrant 
theatre for young people.  
Students from all over the 
FOBISIA community created 
solo performances in four 
categories:

• 11-14 Modern Text
• 11-14 Classical Text
• 15-18 Modern Text
• 15-18 Classical Text

Each performance 
submitted to the Challenge 
was celebrated at the 
virtual Awards Ceremony 
in November. As well as 
watching snippets of the 
monologues, the audience 
was also treated to hearing 
Kerry’s highly personalised 
feedback to the performers. 
One teacher remarked 
‘Our students were thrilled 
to have their names 
spoken by and their work 
acknowledged by Kerry - 
what an achievement for 
a young performer.’  The 
standard of the performance 
was remarkable and the 
monologue choices varied 
and challenging. The future 
of the industry is in safe 
hands with these brilliant 

The students too so 
became fascinated 

by the subject, 
bringing in their 
own suggestions, 

alongside producing 
some excellent 

original material of 
their own. 
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young theatre-makers coming 
through. 

Finally, I offer my sincere 
thanks to all the FOBISIA 
Drama teachers - the 
backbone of any school - 
who have faced the massive 
challenge of re-writing 
their whole curriculums to 
function online, who have had 
to reinvent their kinaesthetic, 
group work subject in times 
of physical distancing, who 
are finding creative solutions 

to rehearsing with masks 
and 2 metre rules, and who, 
despite these considerable 

dramas, supported their 
students in participating in 
the Monologue Challenge.  

“The show, after all, must go on.”

Make sure that you have quick and easy access to reliable 
predictions information for all your students, and a robust baseline 
measure of their skills and abilities with CEM assessments.

Cambridge CEM (Centre for Evaluation and Monitoring) is part of the Cambridge family, being a partnership of 
Cambridge University Press and Cambridge Assessment and striving to improve education for all. CEM works with schools in more than 90 countries.

• FLEXIBLE – test students individually or in smaller groups when 
they are in school or doing remote learning. We provide guidance 
for schools and parents in both Arabic and English.

• QUICK – it takes about 50 minutes to complete, so it can be fitted 
into a single lesson.

• ADAPTIVE – each student sees a set of questions tailored to their 
ability, making it more engaging and accurate in class or for remote 
learning.

Remote 
Testing
Get valuable data from 
your CEM assessments

CEM assessments also provide 
you with longitudinal data, 
allowing you to monitor cohort 
performance and progress over 
time and compare performance 
to previous years. This can 
support you to measure the 
impact of the disruption to 
classroom-based learning this 
year by comparing students 
who have faced disruption to the 
‘typical’ trajectory.

• Identify which students need 
extra support to catch up, and 
in which areas.

• Establish which learning areas 
have been most impacted at a 
school level.

Where it isn’t possible to assess 
students in school due to the 
current circumstances, CEM 
can now support you to use 
MidYIS, Yellis and Alis/CEM IBE 
assessments with students in 
their homes.

Don’t miss out on the valuable 
data you need to support your 
students this year.  
Learn more now: www.cem.org

Contact us for help in registering 
and renewing or if you’d like 
to use CEM assessments with 
students studying remotely: 
secondary.support@cem.org
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Six months ago, the 
FOBISIA HQ team was 
introduced to Linda Cruse 
– frontline humanitarian, 

leadership expert, author, and 
all round powerhouse. Having 
read her bio, in which Sir Richard 
Branson described her as “being 
able to make the impossible, 
possible” – we were soon to 
discover for ourselves what that 
meant.    

Two decades ago, Linda Cruse 
suffered temporary blindness 
while driving, brought on by 
extreme stress – an experience 
that prompted her to reassess her 
life, sell everything she owned, 
and fulfil her dream of becoming 
an international humanitarian 
aid worker. To this day Linda 

only owns the contents of one 
suitcase, leaving her free to head 
wherever her skills are needed – 
from the snowy Himalayas to the 
Amazon jungle. Linda specialises 
in providing economic recovery 
for communities affected by major 
natural disasters, such as tsunami, 
earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, 
and typhoons – taking them from 
the grip of poverty and the depths 
of despair.   
When not providing humanitarian 
uplift Linda is passionate about 
sharing her leadership skills 
with businesses, universities, 
and schools around the world.  
Constantly inspiring others to step 
out of their comfort zones and be 
the change they want to see in the 
world.

Imagine for a moment being 
told that even in the middle of 
a pandemic lockdown, student 
teams from across Asia would 
have the opportunity to create 
bee-keeping cooperatives in the 
Himalayas, uplift families living 
on the other side of the world 
and put smiles on the faces of 
pupils in a remote school – all 
without ever having to leave their 
bedrooms. If someone had voiced 
this idea a year ago, our reaction 
would probably have been one of 
disbelief – but all that changed 
when we met Linda!

From that first meeting it became 
clear that Linda had a deep 
passion for her work, whether 
sharing her leadership skills with 
others, developing tomorrow's

FOBISIA Race4Good School League 2020: 
Lockdown Students Are Changing The World

Imagine having the power to change the lives of families living on the other side of the 
world without ever having to leave your home or classroom.

John Gwyn Jones MBE, CEO, FOBISIA
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leaders, or finding creative 
and sustainable ways to uplift 
communities. So it came as no 
surprise to learn that she had 
devised a way of combining these 
passions into one incredible 
programme – the Race4Good™.   
The Race4Good is an experiential 
leadership programme for students 
and business leaders, where the 
brightest minds come together to 
form teams to solve critical, real-
life challenges facing a carefully-
selected community – at the same 
time developing and embedding 
vital leadership and life skills.   

As Linda shared more details 
of her work, FOBISIA’s mission 
came to mind, ‘to ensure high-
quality British-international-
style education through shared 
professional development, student 
enrichment events, and mutual 
support between Member Schools 
in the region.’ The overlap between 
FOBISIA, Member Schools, and 
Linda’s work seemed significant – 
so when we learnt there was an 
opportunity to offer Race4Good 
to the FOBISIA network, we did 
not hesitate.   

Fast forward to October 2020, 
when we announced the FOBISIA/
RACE4GOOD partnership and 
a month later watched with 
pride as the inaugural FOBISIA 
Race4Good School League was 
launched. Over a period of five 
weeks, six teams from across Asia 
took part in the race with the 
ultimate goal to uplift the remote 

community of Guphapokhari 
in the High Himalayas.  Over 
three rounds, teams comprising 
of students and international 
business leaders, competed online 
to develop sustainable uplift plans 
that would bring wide economic 
uplift to the community and 
individual families! The jewel in 
the programme being it is NOT a 
paper exercise – winning solutions 
are implemented within days – 
enabling students and business 
leaders to see the immediate 
impact of their hard work and 
dedication.

Six student teams from FOBISIA 
schools paved the way:
• Nexus International School, 

Malaysia
• Panyathip International School, 

Laos
• Prince of Wales Island 

International School, Penang
• The British School Manila, 

Philippines
• Dulwich College Shanghai 

Pudong, China
• The British School New Delhi, 

India

The six teams faced numerous 
challenges including uplifting 
a rural school, improving 
healthcare, enhancing cultural 
celebrations, introducing 
water-harvesting, creating 
family uplifts, devising multi-
family cooperatives, and finally 
developing plans to empower the 
whole community.   

Linda Cruse sums up the 
impact of the race: “Powerful 
transformation happens when 
brilliant young minds and highly 
successful business leaders come 
together in a team and compete 
to solve real-life, critical issues.   
To see the joy on the faces of the 
students when, with their own 
eyes, they can see the immediate 
transformation they have affected, 
is unforgettable.”

Designed to involve every school 
year, the race provided numerous 
opportunities for students to 
contribute their skills, passion, 
and expertise. By being immersed 
in real-life content, we were able to 
watch students discover, develop, 

“Having read Linda’s bio, in which Sir Richard Branson described 
her as “being able to make the impossible, possible” –  
we were soon to discover for ourselves what that meant.”
–JOHN GWYN JONES, CEO, FOBISIA

Dulwich College  
Shanghai Pudong, China

Prince of Wales Island 
 International School | Malaysia

The British School Manila 
Philippines

Panyathip International School 
Laos

Nexus International School 
Malaysia

The British School New Delhi 
India

The Six Teams in the first FOBISIA Race4Good:
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and embed a wide range of skills 
beyond academic success – 
including team building, extreme 
empathy, business planning, 
problem solving, creativity, public 
speaking, compassion, leadership, 
and emotional intelligence. A 
powerful list!

For many students it was a 
transformational experience, as 
noted by Darren Lim Jen Zen, 
geography teacher at Prince of 
Wales Island International School 
(POWIIS) in Malaysia, whose 
team would go on to win the 
overall competition. “We had 18 
students from POWIIS take part 
and the impact was enormous, 
teaching them a variety of skills.  
One of the most gratifying 
things for me was seeing some 
of the students, who had been 
less confident or outgoing at the 

start, transforming into eloquent 
communicators, putting their 
ideas forward, working with their 
peers and talking with an air of 
assurance about their involvement 
in the project. All these skills 
are vital to their future success 
alongside academic achievement.”

In just five weeks, teams uplifted 
ten families; created two multiple-
family cooperatives; improved 
healthcare in the village; enhanced 
cultural celebrations; provided 
educational materials; improved 
access to sport; introduced water 
harvesting, created sewing, yak 
product, catering, and goat-
herding businesses, provided a 
sound-system for community get-
togethers, set up a maintenance 
business, and introduced 
community-level weaving for 
the women’s group. Students also 

worked their way through three 
unique Leadership Modules 
designed by Linda Cruse.

CHANGING LIVES, 
FOREVER!

Schools interested in taking part 
in a future FOBISIA Race4Good 
contact:  
janine.minchin@fobisia.org

Or visit: 
lindacruse.com/r4g-fobisia.html

 

For more information about 
Linda’s work head over to  
www.lindacruse.com

“One of the most gratifying things for me was seeing some of the students, 
who had been less confident or outgoing at the start, transforming into 
eloquent communicators, putting their ideas forward, working with their 
peers and talking with an air of assurance about their involvement in the 
project. All these skills are vital to their future success alongside 
academic achievement.”
–DARREN LIM JEN ZEN, GEOGRAPHY TEACHER, PRINCE OF WALES ISLAND INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

mailto:janine.minchin%40fobisia.org?subject=
http://lindacruse.com/r4g-fobisia.html
http://www.lindacruse.com
https://lindacruse.com/r4g-fobisia.html
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FOBISIA 
to launch 
its First 
Strategic 
Plan in  
Term 1, 
2021-22 
By: Anthony Rowlands,                    
FOBISIA Chair & Principal of British 
International School Ho Chi Minh City, and 
John Gwyn Jones MBE, FOBISIA CEO

At its June 2020 meeting, the 
FOBISIA Board made a firm 

commitment to working with 
its Member Schools to develop 
and articulate a strategic plan 
for the Federation.  Lead by the 
Board’s Vice Chair, Matt Mills, 
a Strategic Planning Committee 
was established, including the 
Federation’s Chair, Anthony 
Rowlands; Treasurer, Chris Seal; 
and Chair of the Membership 
Committee, Martin Towse; 
with support from FOBISIA’s 
CEO, John Gwyn Jones and 
HQ’s Executive Office Manager, 
Siobhan Bland.

In November 2020, FOBISIA Member 
School Heads put their minds 
together to identify key issues 
and priorities, with input from the 
FOBISIA HQ team.  The outcomes of 
this consultation provided the basis 
for the two-year plan, building on 
the good work done in the previous 
two years to define the Federation’s 
Mission and map out future 
directions, either side of FOBISIA’s 
30th birthday celebrations in 2018.

The Federation’s Mission is:
 
To deliver value for its members 
by ensuring high quality British-
style international education 
through shared professional 
development, student enrichment 
and mutual support between 
Member Schools in the region.  

As well as a Vision, the strategic 
plan will articulate the core values 
of the Federation, and ensure the 
Goals, Priorities for Development, 
and Actions for each Key Strategic 
Area captured in the plan are clearly 
aligned.  

The Aims of the strategic plan are 
two-fold:

1. To ensure the Federation 
maintains its core values and is 
strategically focused on its Mission 
and that HQ remains fit for purpose; 
and
2. To facilitate effective strategic 
and operational alignment and 
continuity in an inherently transient 
working environment. 

In March 2021, the FOBISIA Board 
will present the draft plan and invite 
Member Schools to review and 
provide feedback on the document 
by the end of April 2021, so that 
it can be incorporated and the 
final plan presented at the June 
Board 2021 Meeting for approval to 
implement.

“FOBISIA’s first ever strategic plan will remain faithful to 

the Federation’s values, articulate its goals, and provide 

guidance in achieving them with a two-year outlook 

to August 2023.  It will be a well made plan by the 

membership for the membership”.

- John Gwyn Jones MBE, FOBISIA CEO

FOBISIA HQ has just launched 

the Online FOBISIA Strategic Plan 

Cover Design Competition, which 

is open to students from Years 5 

to 13, with entries due by the end 

of March 2021.  The competition 

winner and four runners-up 

will be announced in May 2021, 

and will be featured in our June 

2021 issue.  The winning design 

will be included on the cover of 

FOBISIA’s very first strategic 

plan, which will be launched early 

in Term 1 2021-22!

https://www.fobisia.org/student-events/academic-events/visual-arts
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Kolej Tuanku Ja’afar (KTJ) 
has long enjoyed attending 

FOBISIA competitions but this 
was the first time we decided to 
put our names forward to host 
an academic competition here 
as we ran the U13 Mathematics 
competition on November 2nd 
and 3rd. Our large department 
of 16 maths teachers worked 

alongside our MathsMagic 
student committee to come 
up with ideas for rounds and 
to think about how we could 
make the competition as close 
to an in-person competition as 
possible while making it free for 
all teams. Virtual competitions 
are a challenge, and we were 
grateful that FOBISIA put 
us in touch with Education 
Perfect (EP) as their platform 
allowed us to run several of 

the individual maths rounds. 
We also devised a GooseChase 
with over 90 challenges to 
complete in teams in an hour, 
and a Tangrams Round, again 
done in teams, that challenged 
students geometric and spatial 
skills.  All schools were given 
just under two weeks for each 

team to complete a project on 
probability too.  

On the two days of competition 
it was great to see such high 
levels of engagement from 
students from school’s from as 
far afield as Kazakhstan, South 
Korea and the Philippines. 
Different teams performed 

better in different rounds, and 
it was impressive to see the 
Form 1 and 2 students problem 
solving. We certainly learnt a 
lot from the experience and will 
be using some of our learning 
in the future as we continue to 
teach and learn remotely.  
 

We would like to thank all of 
the teachers who supported 
their teams, and us, in making 
the competition work, and we 
would like to thank EP and 
FOBISIA for their generous 
support too. 

Online Maths
Competition

“My students thoroughly enjoyed every 
round. I want to thank you for organising 
the event. The organisation was excellent, 

well done! ” 
- British International School Phuket, Thailand

“Thank you for organising this evening 
and ensuring its smooth running ” 
- The British School of Manila, Philippines

“Thanks for the clear info. It's all going 
fairly well so far (I think), despite the logistical 

challenges! Fingers crossed that tomorrow 
continues as successfully ” 
- Haileybury Almaty,  Kazakhstan

“Many thanks for the update and 
for all your hard work in organising - our 

teams have really enjoyed the experience ” 
- Sri KDU International School, Malaysia

“Thank you so much for organising this. 
My students had great fun ” 

- The British School Yangon, Myanmar

“The students really enjoyed today and 
are looking forward to tomorrow ” 

- British Vietnamese International School Hanoi, 
Vietnam

“Our students really enjoyed the two days. 
It was a wonderful opportunity despite the 

pandemic and school closure. Thanks to you 
and the organising committee ” 

- elc International School,  Malaysia “Just to say thanks to you and your 
school for organising this. It's so nice to 

be a part of something positive online now 
we're back in lockdown and everything is a 

bit grim. The kids really enjoyed it! ” 
- Nexus International School, Malaysia

By John Hughes 
A Level Maths & Further Maths for Sixth Form, Director of Boarding
Kolej Tuanku Ja’afar
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https://www.fobisia.org/student-events/academic-events/maths-competitions
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This year, 
Education 

Perfect (EP) has 
been delighted  
to host a variety 
of exclusive 

online competitions 
for the FOBISIA network this 
term.

Despite a year of significant 
challenges, we’ve seen absolutely 
fantastic student engagement and 
results with over 10,700 students 
answering over 8 million questions 
across 4 competitions! 

The most recent EP & FOBISIA 
Maths competition, co-hosted by 
Kolej Tuanku Ja’afar, saw 30 teams 

from 16 schools battle it out for 
 the title of Overall Maths 
Champion 2020. 

This unique, highly interactive 
multi-day competition gave 
students the opportunity to 
earn points for their team by 
competing in both individual and 
group challenges. We were very 
impressed with the teamwork skills 
shown throughout the competition, 
and loved seeing students develop 
their mathematical knowledge and 
skills at the same time. 

Team 1 from The British School of 
Manila, placed 1st overall, closely 
followed by Team 1 from North 
London Collegiate School, Jeju. 

A huge congratulations to all the 
teams that participated, and our 
sincere thanks to Kolej Tuanku 
Ja’afar for coming up with the 
new competition format, and 
for co-hosting with us.  We look 
forward to offering future online 
Competitions for FOBISIA schools 
in 2021 and beyond! 

If you’re interested in co-hosting 
a competition in 2021 - either for 
Maths or another subject - or if 
you’ve got an idea for a student 
competition you’d like to see us 
run next year, we’d love to hear 
from you! 

by Juliet Anderson
Marketing Specialist,  

Education Perfect (EP)

FOBISIA 
Dances on 
Despite 
Lockdown
By Cindy Adair 
Cross Campus Assistant Principal,  
Extra Curricular Activities and Sports, Bangkok Patana School 

Dance is a wonderful way to express yourself 
and to move your body to stay fit and healthy. 

Many FOBISIA Member Schools have growing Dance 
programmes with a range of styles on offer via their 
curriculum, extra-curricular activities programmes and 
increasingly schools are offering GCSE/ A Level Dance  
and IB Dance.

Throughout October and November, Bangkok Patana 
School was pleased to provide the opportunity for 
Dancers from across the region to participate in a 
Virtual Dance competition. With some schools in full 
lock-down, whilst others were business as usual, the 
focus of the competition was participation. We were 
very pleased with the over 50 entries we received 
including groups, trios, duos and solos in a huge range 
of styles. Popping Hip Hop, graceful ballet, soulful 

contemporary and wonderfully diverse world dance 
all arriving in our inboxes!  We had dancers from Y1  
to Y13 compete from Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore, 
China, Malaysia and Nepal.

Our team of judges had a difficult task on their hands 
to determine the eventual winners. Congratulations 
to everyone who was awarded a podium finish. When 
viewing the YouTube clips submitted we focused 
on those students who really connected with their 
audience/the camera, who had great energy, clean 
lines and musicality. This time around it was less 
about costuming, hair and make-up or even production 
(lights/sound) to ensure a level playing field for those 
students recording their performance at home alone.

A special mention to British School Jakarta who 
despite being in full-lockdown, submitted the most 
entries overall.

Do watch this video that features the winners from all 
categories.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PNVVbhgEToI&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=BangkokPatanaSchool
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Celebrating Internationalism 
Through the Arts
By Neha Grewal and Harshita Guha , Teachers of Visual Art and Drama, 
The British School New Delhi

 
The British School New Delhi 
is delighted to have hosted the 
‘FOBISIA Online Photography 
and Short Film Festival’- a 
first of its kind, online Arts 
event. Students of Key Stages 
2-5 of thirteen FOBISIA 
Member Schools explored their 
creative ideas on the theme of 
‘Internationalism’ using the 
mediums of Photography and 
Film.  

‘Building Bridges’ and ‘Walking 
in Someone Else’s Shoes’ were 
two of the creative prompts 
adapted from the theme to 
engage partner schools. Our  

 

intention was to use the Arts to 
understand and communicate 
the strength of the human 
spirit despite the challenges 
of the year. For many partner 
schools, including TBS New 
Delhi, mediums of Film and 
Photography are not taught 
within the curriculum and this 
was therefore an exciting new 
opportunity for students to 
explore.  

For ‘Building Bridges’ students 
used Photography and Digital 
Media to reflect on their 
understanding of overcoming 
and crossing boundaries, 

metaphorically and physically.

The images depict traversing 
symbolic bridges to a land 
without borders and obstacles- 
representing ideas of unity, 
understanding, empathy, 
peace and friendship. While 
for ‘Walking in Someone Else’s 
Shoes’, adapted from Mary 
T Lathrop’s poem, students 
used animation and short 
films to explore stories from 
varied cultures showcasing the 
importance of empathy and 

The FOBISIA Online Photography 
and Short Film Festival was 
launched by The British School  
New Delhi in September 2020

Anna, The British School New Delhi

Leila, The Alice Smith School Kuala Lumpur
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the appreciation of multiple 
perspectives in order to create 
a truly global community. 
 
The festival culminated with a 
virtual showcase of a range of 
nuanced, sensitive and personal 
creative interpretations 
that represented a shared 
understanding of humanity. 
With learning circumstances 
changing for all of us during 
this time, students and 
teachers were able to persevere 
and celebrate our global 
community. Although entirely 
virtual, we were able to be 
inspired by one another and 
share ideas with the wider 

community; a commendable 
group effort! 
 
We are grateful to all 
collaborating teachers who 
helped make this event possible 
for their students. We hope this 
festival will mark the beginning 
of many more collaborative Art 
events in the future. 

Collaborating schools: 

• Alice Smith School
• British Vietnamese 

International School
• Dulwich College (Singapore)
• International School Brunei

• Mallya Aditi International 
School

• Nexus International School 
Malaysia

• St. Christopher's 
International Primary 
School

• St. Stephen's International 
School

• Taipei European School
• The British International 

School of Kuala Lumpur
• The British School 

Kathmandu
• Prince of Wales Island 

International School
• Renaissance International 

School Saigon

Yugo, The British School New Delhi Roisin, The British School Kathmandu

Xin Rui, The Alice Smith School Kuala Lumpur Tanmay, St. Christopher's International Primary School
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I have been involved with the FOBISIA’s Social Sciences 

Essay competition since it’s inauguration in 2017 when 

I was one of the judges. I ran the event in 2018 and have 

encouraged students to take part in the last two years.  

There has always been a buzz among the humanities 

students when the essay title is announced. The essay 

titles have come from a diverse range of topics from 

populism to measurements of economic growth and 

been accessible to all students across the humanities 

and social sciences. Students have enjoyed exploring 

subjects beyond the curriculum and the opportunity 

to develop their skills in skillfully applying evidence to 

formulate convincing arguments. Not only have students 

enjoyed the process but has enabled an opportunity to 

demonstrate their powers of analysis on their university 

applications. I look forward to many more social sciences 

competitions. Congratulations to the winners from this 

years competition:

 KS 3 Winners: 

1st    Clinton, Garden International School Bangkok

2nd   Sophie, International School Brunei

3rd    Miyuka, British International School Phuket

 KS 4 Winners: 

1st   Parmida, Traill International School

2nd  Winnie, Shenzhen College of International Education

3rd   Kiky, Garden International School Bangkok

Here is a little update on  Lareina , first place winner from 

last year's competition who is now studying Economics 

and Management at Oxford University.  She praised 

the competition, stating that it's a great opportunity, 

worthy of students who love Humanity, Social Science 

and Economics, and that one can achieve a lot during the 

preparations.

 Flora ,  who 

received third 

place in 6th 

form Social 

Science Essay 

Competition last 

year says: the 

reason why I entered this competition was I would like 

to apply the writing skill and knowledge I learnt from 

school at a higher level by completing a formal essay in a 

real world topic. Through this process, I have improved 

my research, analysis and writing skills when I looked 

for references and analysed data to approach the final 

conclusion. I really enjoyed the experience that I explored 

more deeply about the topics in Economics, Sociology and 

Politics based on what I have learnt in class. Actually I did 

not expect to receive any prizes, so I was really surprised 

when I was told that I got the third place. This has 

motivated me to participate in more essay competitions. 

Social Science Essay 
Competitions

By Richard Driscoll
Head of Faculty-Humanities, Shenzhen College of International Education

 
 Winnie, KS4,  
 Shenzhen  College of   
 International  Education  

This year’s FOBISIA Social Science 
Essay competition focuses on the 
relationship between population 
growth and the environment, 
inviting participants to discuss the 
statement “the greatest threat to 
our planet is population growth.” 
Notwithstanding it being classified 
in the Geography Division, 
concerns for rapid population 

growth are frequently raised 
in all types of social sciences, 
and therefore the question can 
be approached with various 
perspectives. It is also exciting 
and inspiring to see how theories 
from multiple subjects are 
interconnected and contribute 
to the holistic analysis, which 
constitutes my motivation to enter 
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this writing competition. 
Throughout my preparation 
and the whole writing process, 
historical research on quantitative 
data of population growth, and 
theories offering structural 
interpretations of the trend 
consolidates my understanding 
on the topic. Meanwhile, my 
Geography teacher Ben Tainsh-
Griffiths offers me abundant 
constructive advice on refining the 
article to make it more readable. 
This type of Project-Based 
Learning energizes me to absorb 
knowledge more systematically 
and effectively.

My essay examines the big picture 
on the discussion of population 
and environment, starting by 
introducing several famous 
theories giving insights on the 
relationship between the two, 
including ones with pessimistic 
attitudes like Malthunisianism, 
Neo-Malthunisianism represented 
by Paul Ehrlich, alongside others 
with somewhat optimistic attitudes 
like the Cornucopian theory, 
as well as Esther Boserup who 
assets “necessity is the mother 
of invention,” and a seemingly 
objective perspective presented 
by the Demographic Transition 
Theory. Pointing out briefly 
the limitation of these three 
types of theories, the article 
points out threats that were 
brought by rapid population 
growth on the environment and 
sustainable development from two 
perspectives: the environmental 
threat, and the academic challenge. 
The previous one quotes some 
quantitative studies demonstrating 
the threatening situation in the 
status quo, while the latter part 
claims that some discourses 
used in demographic studies, 

like the concept of “population 
density” and “population 
distribution,” create obstacles 
for clear understanding in the 
academic sphere on the topic, 
impeding immediate and efficient 
actions. Finally, identifying the 
significance of apprehending the 
human-environment relationship 
and making use of it, the essay 
points out several opportunities, 
namely “mediating factors” within 
the dynamics, as the potential to 
alleviate the threats and maximize 
the benefits.

Read Winnie's article here 
 
 
  Clinton, KS3  
  Garden International School 
Bangkok 
Which of the Sustainable 
Development Goals has the 
potential to make the greatest 
impact on our world? 

With the end of the calendar 
year near, came FOBISIA’s 

Social Science Essay Competition, 
revolving around the United 
Nations’ Sustainable Development 
Goals. Furthermore, students were 
given the opportunity to decide 
on which goal we saw most fit to 
implement into the world. Besides, 
our one choice would have to be 
justified comprehensively through 
a series of set arguments in 1000 
words. The multitude of different 
options for this task changed my 
perspective on the Sustainable 
Development Goals and the human 
condition in general. When I was 
first informed of this competition, I 
knew I wanted to challenge myself 
and complete it start to finish. 
Besides, I wanted to explore and 
learn more about the meaning 
and extent of the Sustainable 

Development Goals which I think I 
achieved over this period of time.

When choosing the goal I thought 
was most important, I made sure to 
look at the upsides and downsides 
of every goal and try to link ideas 
together to justify my reasoning. 
Certain goals that were particularly 
interesting which could provoke 
more topics and open discussion. 
I chose Goal 9 otherwise known 
as ‘Industry Innovation and 
Infrastructure’ because I found it 
the most beneficial and interesting 
to write about as it is very relevant. 
By completing this essay, it 
enabled me to inquire and find 
the relevant information myself, 
and this was something that I 
relished. In addition, I learnt how 
to reference correctly and source 
the information I needed. At long 
last I was able to complete my 
essay, albeit it was strenuous yet 
rewarding. 

In my essay, I analyse the benefits 
of connectivity and how modern 
practices using mobile phones 
support economical methods like 
remittances. Moreover, the essay 
goes on to explain how innovation 
in mechanisation has led to 
higher human productivity and 
development in China, which links 
to industry in LEDC countries. The 
topic of infrastructure is brought 
in, which discusses the importance 
of a good road network, as this 
connects rural villages to the urban 
centres. Throughout this essay I 
explored multiple case studies, 
this really opened my eyes to 
some of the problems, but more 
importantly the solutions that 
the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals is trying to 
achieve.

https://www.scie.com.cn/fobisia-social-science-essay-competition-2020/
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bun lid   =   Dublin

mat dreams = Amsterdam

open change = Copenhagen

bad setup = Budapest

lock moths = Stockholm

basilar vat = Bratislava

java rose = Sarajevo

less rubs  = Brussels

hasten = Athens

like shin = Helsinki

Answers to last terms 
anagrams quiz:

READING 
PROGRESS 
FOR ALL
During lockdown, Kwan 
completed all his school 
work and began reading 
independently. Jade had no 
English language books at home 
and, when she did read, she had no one to 
define the words she did not understand. But,  
with both students appearing confident and 
engaged in lessons, how would you know?

Find out how the French International School in Hong 
Kong informed their teaching post-lockdown with NGRT  
www.gl-education.com/reading-for-all

Ages
6-16Assess your students’ reading  

ability in less than 25 minutes

The New Group Reading Test  (NGRT) is a fully 
adaptive test which assesses students’ reading 
and comprehension, enabling you to identify 
gaps in their learning and introduce effective 
interventions. Instant combination reports with 
CAT4 are available.

The first attested use of the abbreviation  "OMG" , often used in text messages and internet 
communication euphamised as "Oh my goodness" or "Oh my gosh" was in a letter from 
John Fisher, 1st Baron to Winston Churchill in 1917. (source: Wikipedia)

  Kids ask 300 questions a day.   A 2013 UK study observed young children and recorded 
the questions they asked the adults around them. The children tended to turn to their 

mothers for answers and they could end up answering an average of nearly 300 questions 
per day, or one question every two-and-a-half-minutes, the study found. The hardest 

questions include "Why is water wet?" and "What are shadows made of?"  
(source: Business-Standard.com)

 The tiny dot above lower case 'i' and 'j' letters is called a tittle.  It is thought that the 
phrase "to a T" is actually derived from the word "tittle" because long before "to a T" became 
popular "to a tittle" was used. (source: Wikipedia)

 Pringles aren't actually potato chips.   The next time you see a can of Pringles, take a 
closer look- you won't see the word "chip" anywhere on the packaging because Pringles 
aren't made out of thinly-sliced potatoes, but dehydrated potato flakes pressed into their 

signature parabolic shape.  (source: Reader's Digest)

Random Facts

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oh_My_God
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/9959026/Mothers-asked-nearly-300-questions-a-day-study-finds.html
https://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/mums-asked-nearly-300-questions-a-day-by-kids-113032900197_1.html#:~:text=The%20study%20of%201%2C000%20mothers,%2C%20'The%20Telegraph'%20reported.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tittle
https://www.rd.com/article/are-pringles-potato-chips/
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A clue has been provided, happy quizzing! Answers will be revealed in the next issue.  

Universally Challenged #05
Can you name 30 pop groups hidden in this picture?

smashing
pumpkins



Leading Education
Excerpts from John Bocking, Spring 2020/21

Talented Leaders 
Evaluation: The Talented 
Leaders programme ran for 5 
years, aiming to raise standards 
by placing high quality leaders in 
underperforming schools with 
challenging circumstances. The 
plan was to recruit and deploy at 
least 100 headteachers, offering 
them bespoke support packages, 
mentors and help to relocate. In 
return, Talented Leaders (TL) 
were expected to relocate if 
necessary and remain in their new 
post for at least 3 years. 

Findings: Only 32 TL were 
deployed to schools and 21 
completed the three-year 
programme. Few headteachers 
applied which meant over half 
of the recruits were deputies. 
A high proportion of TL were 
taking on their first headship. 
Offering relocation costs wasn’t 
as attractive to applicants as 
having access to a mentor and the 
Leadership Sustainability Fund. 
The programme had difficulties 
with matching leaders and schools 
- a significant proportion of those 
recruited as TL applied directly for 
a headship. Challenging schools 
had concerns about losing control 
over the headteacher recruitment 
process.  Link

Accountability: Routine 
inspections will not resume 
until the summer term. From 

25th January, Ofsted will carry 
out monitoring inspections in a 
number of inadequate schools and 
schools requiring improvement 
although this will be carried out 
remotely until February half-term 
and schools will not be graded. 
They will focus on current issues 
such as the curriculum, remote 
education, and attendance, 
particularly of vulnerable pupils 
and inspectors will support 
schools to prioritise the right 
actions. Ofsted are able to inspect 
any school if significant concerns 
are raised such as safeguarding, 
although it could be about the 
quality of remote education. 
Performance tables were 
suspended in 2019/20 and this will 
also occur in 2020/21/.  Link 

Assessments: All tests and 
teacher assessments at KS1 and 
KS2 have been cancelled for 
2020/21, including the phonics 
checks. Link 

The Year 4 multiplication check 
will be optional in June 2021 with 
details for staff  Link  

School assessments and tests from 
previous years should be used 
in the summer term to inform 
teaching, provide information 
for parents, and to support 
transition to secondary school. 
More guidance will be released by 
the STA. Handbooks have been 

published for the EYFS profile and 
early adopter profile which remain 
in place at present.

Leadership Support - 
COVID: System leaders can 
provide free support for eligible 
schools to overcome challenges 
caused by COVID. (A system 
leader is either a NLE, MAT 
CEO, or teaching school lead 
with experience in supporting 
schools.) A school may be facing 
educational, operational, or 
safeguarding issues exacerbated by 
the virus or need help with their 
remote learning offer. Link 

Children's Mental Health 
Week takes place from 1st - 7th 
February with a theme of ‘Express 
Yourself’. There are free resources 
for school and home. It includes 
an online assembly, training for 
staff, and links to previous years’ 
resources. Link

What's working well in 
remote education: Helpful 
ideas for schools as they develop 
remote education provision from 
Professor Daniel Muijs who leads 
on research at Ofsted. It draws on 
interim visits to school and other 
sources. 

Unhelpful myths about remote 
education include: 
• It is fundamentally different to 

other forms of teaching.
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/talented-leaders-programme-evaluation
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-school-and-college-performance-measures
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/2021-key-stage-2-assessment-and-reporting-arrangements-ara
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/multiplication-tables-check-it-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-leadership-support
http://www.childrensmentalhealthweek.org.uk/schools-and-youth-groups/
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Engage is the school management system choice of 
leading global schools, including many across Asia

We’re sorry not to meet up in person at the moment 

attention – from our regional team in China and Thailand 

Learn more at engagesmis.com

a solution from

• It is a different curriculum 
to the content that would be 
delivered normally.

• The best forms of remote 
education are digital / online.

• The best way to deliver remote 
education is always through 
live lessons.

• The most important thing is 
pupils’ engagement.

Remote education should be 
aligned to the usual curriculum 
as far as possible and, in the 
same way, needs to be carefully 
sequenced to ensure pupils obtain 
the necessary building blocks 
to move on to the next step. 
Provide pupils with the bigger 
picture of what is being covered 
and where a specific activity sits 

within a sequence of learning. 
Divide content into smaller 
chunks as pupils may not be able 
to concentrate for as long as usual 
when learning remotely. Short 
presentations can be followed 
by activities or retrieval practice. 
Don’t overcomplicate resources 
with too much content.

Find out more: tes.com/develop

Have you heard about  
our whole-school online 
training platform?
Tes Develop gives all your staff a single point of access 
to a wide range of internationally relevant professional 
studies, subject knowledge, safeguarding and duty of 
care courses, providing flexible, personalised training  
to help them grow and progress.

It allows you to manage professional development more 
strategically, raise teaching standards, align with best 
practice and ensure everyone is up-to-date and compliant.



talk to us to book a remote  
free design consultation
+65 6932 1660

furnware.com

enquiries@furnware.com

we can help you bring your  ideas to life in our 3D App.

scan or click to learn how 

creating the world’s 
best learning spaces.

We can show you what inspiration looks like in your very 
own classroom with our 3D Learning Spaces App.

We design and build innovative school 
furniture in New Zealand for schools all 
over the world so children can thrive in the 
most inspiring learning spaces imaginable.
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© Linda Cruse 2021. Race4Good and the Race4Good logo are trademarks belonging to Ms Linda Cruse. All rights reserved. 

This unique leadership programme 
will see year groups working 
together in a fun, fast-paced 
competition, to see who can have 
the greatest impact on the 
world. 

Your students will develop 
tangible leadership skills as they 
use their first-class education to be 
a force for good.

Students will be mentored by 
prominent business leaders, 
who will help them to develop a 
broad range of leadership and life 
skills that go beyond academic 
success. 

A unique opportunity for students to 
make a difference in the world and 
leave a real legacy.

Helps to develop international 
mindedness and an informed 
global outlook. 

All pupils experience Courageous 
Leadership Future Leaders 
modules, designed by Linda Cruse.

Winning team receive a 
Masterclass from Linda Cruse.

Supports many areas of the A Level 
and IB academic curriculums.  

Provides excellent material to 
support independent research 
projects – including Extended 
Project Qualifications (EPQs) and 
Extended Essays (EEs).

Evidence for UCAS applications and 
International School Awards.

CHANGING LIVES
The Race

Forever!

Hear from  
FOBISIA CEO >

Watch as a 2020 
race unfolds >

Teams from FOBISIA schools will transform the lives of a remote community in Nepal.
With the support of international business mentors, students from Years 10, 11 and 12 

will compete to win the Race4Good.

Teams from FOBISIA schools will transform the lives of a remote community in Nepal.
With the support of international business mentors, students from Years 10, 11 and 12 

will compete to win the Race4Good.

DEVELOPING  LEADERS OF TOMORROW, AS THEY 
SOLVE REAL-LIFE PROBLEMS FACED TODAY.

DEVELOPING  LEADERS OF TOMORROW, AS THEY 
SOLVE REAL-LIFE PROBLEMS FACED TODAY.

NEW FOBISIA  
COMPETITION  

IN 2021!

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT THE FOBISIA-RACE4GOOD WEBSITE: 
lindacruse.com/r4g-fobisia.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gKhJK4zALY&ab_channel=LindaCruse%3AAtTheFrontline
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rAPCIhTYso4&ab_channel=LindaCruse%3AAtTheFrontline
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OUR MEMBER SCHOOLS

MALAYSIA
elc International School (elc)
Eaton International School (EIS)
Epsom College in Malaysia (ECiM)
Garden International School Kuala Lumpur (GISKL)
HELP International School, Kuala Lumpur (HIS)
Kinabalu International School (KIS)
King Henry VIII College (KH8)
Kolej Tuanku Ja’afar (KTJ)
Marlborough College Malaysia (MCM)
Nexus International School Malaysia (NISM) 
Prince of Wales Island International (Primary) School, Penang (POWIIS Primary)
Prince of Wales Island International School, Penang (POWIIS)  
Sri KDU International School (SKIS)
St. Christopher’s International Primary School, Penang (SCIPS)
The Alice Smith School, Kuala Lumpur (KLASS)
The British International School of Kuala Lumpur (BSKL)
The International School @ Park City (ISP)
The International School of Penang (Uplands) (ISPU) 

LAOS
Panyathip International School, Laos (PIS)

KAZAKHSTAN
Haileybury Almaty (HBA)

JAPAN
The British School in Tokyo (BST)

INDIA
Canadian International School, Bangalore (CIS)
The British School New Delhi (TBSND)

INDONESIA
British School Jakarta (BSJ)

CHINA
Discovery Bay International School (DBIS) 
Dulwich College Beijing (DCB)
Dulwich College Shanghai Pudong (DCS)
Dulwich College Shanghai Puxi (DCSPX)
Dulwich College Suzhou (DCSZ)
Harrow International School Beijing (HISC)
Kellett School Hong Kong (KSHK)
Nord Anglia International School Shanghai, Pudong (NAIS)
Shenzhen College of International Education (SCIE)
Shrewsbury International School Hong Kong (SHK)
Taipei European School (TES) 
The British International School Shanghai, Puxi (BISSPX)
The British School of Beijing, Sanlitun (BSB SLT)
The British School of Beijing, Shunyi (BSB SY)
The British School of Guangzhou (BSG)
Wellington College International Shanghai (WCCSI)

BRUNEI
International School Brunei (ISB)
Jerudong International School Brunei (JIS)
Hornbill School Brunei (HSB)

https://www.elc.edu.my/
https://eaton.edu.my/
https://www.epsomcollege.edu.my/
https://www.gardenschool.edu.my/
http://his.edu.my/
https://www.kis.edu.my/
https://kinghenryviii.edu.my/
https://www.ktj.edu.my/
https://www.marlboroughcollegemalaysia.org/
https://www.nexus.edu.my/
https://www.powiis.edu.my/
https://www.powiis.edu.my/
https://www.srikdu.edu.my/
http://www.scips.org.my/
https://www.alice-smith.edu.my/
https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/our-schools/malaysia/kuala-lumpur/british-international/
https://isp.edu.my/
https://www.uplands.org/
http://pislao.com/
https://www.haileybury.kz/en/almaty/
https://www.bst.ac.jp/
https://www.canadianinternationalschool.com/
https://www.british-school.org/
http://www.bsj.sch.id/
https://www.dbis.edu.hk/
https://beijing.dulwich.org/
https://shanghai-pudong.dulwich.org/
https://shanghai-puxi.dulwich.org/
https://suzhou.dulwich.org/
http://www.harrowbeijing.cn/
https://www.kellettschool.com/
https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/en/our-schools/shanghai/pudong/
http://www.scie.com.cn/
https://www.shrewsbury.edu.hk/
https://taipeieuropeanschool.com/
https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/en/our-schools/shanghai/puxi/
https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/our-schools/beijing/sanlitun
https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/our-schools/beijing/shunyi
https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/our-schools/guangzhou
https://www.wellingtoncollege.cn/shanghai/
https://www.isb.edu.bn/
https://www.jerudonginternationalschool.com/
http://www.hornbillschool.com/
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VIETNAM
British International School Hanoi (BISHN) 
British International School Ho Chi Minh City (BISHM) 
British Vietnamese International School Hanoi (BVISHN)
British Vietnamese International School Ho Chi Minh City (BVISHM) 
Renaissance International School, Saigon (RIS)
The ABC International School (ABCIS) 

THAILAND
Bangkok International Prepatory & Secondary School (BPREP) 
Bangkok Patana School (BPS)
British International School, Phuket (BISP)
Brighton College International School Bangkok (BCIS)
Bromsgrove International School, Thailand (BIST)
Charter International School (CHA)
Garden International School Eastern Seaboard Ban Chang (GISR) 
Garden International School, Sathorn, Bangkok (GISBKK)
Harrow International School Bangkok (HISB)
Regents International School Pattaya (REGP)
Shrewsbury International School Bangkok City Campus (SHB)
Shrewsbury International School, Riverside Campus (SHR) 
St. Andrew’s International School Sukhumvit 107 (StA107) 
St. Andrew’s International School Bangkok (StAB)
St. Andrew’s International School, Green Valley (StAGV) 
St. Stephen’s International School, Bangkok & Khao Yai Campuses (SIS)
The Regent’s International School Bangkok (REGB)
Traill International School (TIS)
Wellington College International School Bangkok (WCISB)

SRI  LANKA
The British School in Colombo (BSC) 

SOUTH KOREA
Dulwich College Seoul (DCSL)
Seoul Foreign School (SFBS)
North London Collegiate School Jeju (NLCS)

SINGAPORE
Dover Court International School Singapore (DCISS)
Dulwich College (Singapore) (DCSG) 
Tanglin Trust School (TTS)

PHILIPPINES
The British School Manila (BSM)

NEPAL
The British School Kathmandu (TBS) 

MYANMAR
The British School Yangon (BISY)

MONGOLIA
The English School of Mongolia (ESM) 

https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/en/our-schools/vietnam/hanoi/bis
https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/schools/asia/vietnam/ho-chi-minh-city
https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/schools/asia/vietnam/ho-chi-minh-city
https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/vi/our-schools/vietnam/ho-chi-minh-city/bvis
https://www.renaissance.edu.vn/
http://www.theabcis.com/
https://bkkprep.ac.th/
https://www.patana.ac.th/
https://www.bisphuket.ac.th/
https://brightoncollege.ac.th/
https://www.bromsgrove.ac.th/
https://www.charter.ac.th/
https://gardenrayong.com/
http://gardenbangkok.com/
https://www.harrowschool.ac.th/
https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/our-schools/pattaya
https://www.shrewsbury.ac.th/city
https://www.shrewsbury.ac.th/
https://www.standrewssukhumvit.com/
https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/our-schools/bangkok
https://www.standrewsgreenvalley.com/
https://www.sis.edu/bangkok/
https://www.regents.ac.th/
https://www.traillschool.com/
https://www.wellingtoncollege.ac.th/
http://www.britishschool.lk/
https://seoul.dulwich.org/
https://www.seoulforeign.org/
https://www.nlcsjeju.co.kr/
https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/our-schools/singapore
https://singapore.dulwich.org/
https://www.tts.edu.sg/
https://www.britishschoolmanila.org/
http://www.tbskathmandu.org/
https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/our-schools/myanmar/yangon/british
http://esm.edu.mn/
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EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIES
ADMINISTRATION

 EquipMySchool  . 

CONSULTANCY SERVICES Consilium Education  .  Educate & Celebrate  .   
Educational Success Partners (ESP)  .   Ginto Asia  .  
ISC Research  .  Karen Ardley Associates  .  

FINANCIAL SERVICES Teacher's Wealth  .  Warwick Mann International  . 

FOOD SERVICE PROVIDERS Cezars Kitchen  .

ASSESSMENT & 
CURRICULUM SERVICES

Cambridge Assessment Singapore  .  Fieldwork Education  .  GCSEPod  . 
GL Education  .  Learning Ladders  .  Pearson  .

INSPECTORATES & 
ACCREDIATATION SERVICES

Education Development Trust  .  Independent Schools Inspectorate  .  
Penta International  .  

FURNITURE SUPPLIERS Furnware Singapore  .  Hussey Asia-Pacific  .  S+B UK  .   

Chamberlain Music  .    MUSIC SUPPLIERS

SchoolHouse Creatives  .   MEDIA & PHOTOGRAPHY 
SERVICES 

PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Early Excellence  .  Linda Cruse  .          Persyou  .  Real Training  .  
School Leaders Training  .  TES  .  Veema Education  . 

new

new

IT SERVICES, SOFTWARE 
& SYSTEMS

Alps  .          Blue Sky Education  .  Britannica Digital Learning  .  
Century Tech  .  CHQ Group  .  Derventio Education  .  
Engage  .  Faria Education Group  . Finalsite  .  Firefly Learning  .  
iSAMS  .  Planet eStream  .  Renaissance Learning  .  SOCS  .   
Superloop CyberHound  .  Unifrog  .  WCBS International  . 

new

new

OUR AFFLIATE MEMBERS

EMOTIONAL & SOCIAL 
WELLBEING

Mental Health & Wellbeing Training  .  Role Models  . new

http://equipmyschool.com/
http://www.consiliumeducation.com
https://www.educateandcelebrate.org/
http://www.espeducation.co.uk
https://ginto.asia/
https://www.iscresearch.com/
http://www.karenardley.com
http://www.teacherswealth.com
https://www.warwickmann.com/
http://www.cezarskitchen.com
https://www.cambridgeinternational.org/
https://fieldworkeducation.com/about
http://www.gcsepod.com
http://www.gl-education.com
https://www.learningladders.info/
https://www.pearson.com/
https://www.educationdevelopmenttrust.com/
http://www.isi.net
http://www.penta.co.uk
http://www.furnware.com/
http://www.husseyasiapacific.com
http://www.splusb.co.uk
https://www.chamberlainmusic.com/
https://schoolhouse.agency/
http://www.earlyexcellence.com
https://lindacruse.com/
https://www.persyou.com/
https://realtraining.co.uk/
https://www.schoolleaderstraining.co.uk/
https://www.tes.com/
http://www.veema.co.uk
https://alps.education/
http://www.blueskyeducation.co.uk
http://britannicalearn.com
https://www.century.tech/
https://chqgroup.co.uk/
http://www.derventioeducation.com
http://www.engagesmis.com
http://www.fariaedu.com
http://www.finalsite.com
http://www.fireflylearning.com
https://www.isams.com/
https://www.planetestream.co.uk/
http://www.renlearn.co.uk
http://www.misocs.com
https://cyberhound.com/tag/superloop/
https://www.unifrog.org/
http://www.wcbs.co.uk/international
http://www.mentalhealthwellbeingtraining.co.uk/
http://rolemodels.me/


PERFORMING ARTS 
RESOURCES & SERVICES

Charanga  .  Drums for Schools  .  

Dawsons Music .SPORTS EQUIPMENT 
SUPPLIERS

HARTsport  . 

PUBLISHERS & BOOK 
SUPPLIERS

APD Book Services  .  Collins  .   DK  .   Mallory International  .   

Dawsons Music .SPORTS MANAGEMENT 
SERVICES

Swim England  .  Swim Life International  .  

SAFEGUARDING SERVICES International Child Protection Advisors  . 

SECURITY CONSULTANCY 
SERVICES

White Canvas  . 

TEACHING & LEARNING 
RESOURCES

 Modern Teaching Aids  . 

UNIVERSITY University of Warwick, UK  . 

RISK MANAGEMENT Viristar . 

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES  
& VISITS

Ability Expeditions  .  Education Perfect (EP)  .  

SCHOOL SUPPLIES CES Holdings  .  TTS Group .   

RECRUITMENT SERVICES Anthony Millard Consulting  .  LSC Education  .  RSAcademics  .  
Schrole Group  .  Search Associates  .  TIC Recruitment  . 
True Teaching  .   

24 categories, 75 members...
Thank you to our Affiliate Members for supporting high quality British-international style education

and a warm welcome to our new Affiliate Member!
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https://charanga.com/
https://www.drumsforschools.com/
http://www.dawsons.co.uk
https://www.hartsport.com.au/
http://www.apdsing.com
http://www.collins.co.uk/international
https://www.dk.com/uk/
http://www.malloryint.co.uk
http://www.dawsons.co.uk
https://www.swimming.org/
http://www.swimlifeinternational.com
https://www.icpa.co.uk/
mailto:White%20Canvas?subject=lochfyne2008%40hotmail.com
http://www.teaching.com.au
https://warwick.ac.uk/
http://www.viristar.com
https://abilityexpeditions.com/
https://epforlearning.com/
http://www.cesholdings.com
https://www.tts-international.com/
http://www.anthonymillard.co.uk
http://www.lsceducation.com
http://www.rsacademics.co.uk
http://www.schrolegroup.com
http://www.searchassociates.com
http://www.ticrecruitment.com
http://www.trueteaching.com


https://www.fobisia.org/student-events/performing-arts-events/choral-events
https://www.fobisia.org/student-events/academic-events/language-competition
https://www.fobisia.org/student-events/academic-events/language-competition

